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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

If You Change the Way
You Look at Things
This month, July 8 to be exact, marks the
eighth anniversary of the premiere of the
Change Your Attitude…Change Your Life
(CYACYL) radio show.
Back in 2009, I was going through a bit
of an identity crisis trying to figure out
my next move. I had given so much of
myself to my family that I got lost. I had
no career, my children were growing up,
and my marriage was stagnant. It was
during that time, from what I was feeling,
that I had the idea to create a medium
that would bridge the gap between
people who needed information for self
empowerment, and those who could
provide it.
Eight years ago, my life was pretty
ordinary - I was a wife, mother, daughter
and sister – just an average woman
experiencing what many wives and
mothers feel. To this day, I cannot say
from where this seed was planted. I had
no special training, or no radio or business
ownership experience. And yet, I wanted
to take it on. Looking back, I must have
appeared insane. A few told me I was,
but I didn’t care.
Completely out of character, and against
the wishes and advice of a few closest to
me, I followed through with my “crazy”
idea. To be honest, I didn’t know what I
was doing or how I would accomplish my
goal, but forward I went; mostly by the
seat of my pants. But hey, a little common
sense goes a long way!
Within a few months, I had created the
CYACYL radio show, was the CEO of
my first company, and was publishing
CYACYL 24 Seven magazine.
Just when my career was starting to gain
traction, my life took a tumultuous turn.
Within a period of six months, my 23year marriage ended, my mother died,
my sister died, and my oldest son left for
college. The life I knew ceased to exist.

I was broken hearted, depressed, and
exhausted. I didn’t see much of a future
for me.
The irony of it all is that months before
any of this loss, I chose to work under the
Change Your Attitude…Change Your Life
brand. When I selected that title, I had
no idea what was to come. I had no idea
exactly how much change I would need
to embrace. But as I have come to learn,
God has a sense of humor.
Over the course of the next eight years,
and during some very dark moments in
my life, the one constant was this show.
Through it, I have met some of the
world’s most inspiring and influential
people. These teachers have enabled me
to turn my personal tragedy, transition,
and transformation into something that
has the potential to positively impact
hundreds of thousands of lives.
It hasn’t always been easy. I have had
many obstacles to overcome, financial
problems to solve, betrayals to survive,
and endless business lessons to learn. But
in the end, I have emerged strong and
self-confident and I face each day with
renewed passion and joy.
So, when I discuss the importance
of attitude in changing your life and
surviving, I don’t speak from an abstract
concept or program I have taken, I speak
from personal experience and from the
heart. God gave me a crash course in life
- death, divorce, financial uncertainty, self
doubt, and low self esteem. But, it was
in those moments that I recognized a
turning point, and followed the words of
Dr. Wayne Dyer: “If you change the way
you look at things, the things you look at
change.”
It was with that outlook about change
that I was able to move on and create
a life I could have never imagined. And,
you can too!

Communications, LLC. Information provided is for education
purposes only and does not replace professional advice.
All readers are advised that neither Maximilian Communications, LLC,
nor its owners and agents shall be held liable.
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Do you want to cultivate the building blocks of self-care? Would you like to confront the
common roadblocks that we all face? Do you desire more peace and joy in your every day
life? Agapi Stassinopoulos explains how to explore conflict areas such as relationships,
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SEVEN STEPS
FOR TACKLING
ECZEMA

SEVEN STEPS FOR TACKLING ECZEMA

“Unfortunately, traditional medicine
has us slathering potentially dangerous
potions onto our skin to treat the
symptom without identifying the cause."
What is the cause of this painful and often
embarrassing condition? Simply put,
eczema is a sign that your body is inflamed.
The solution is figuring out what’s going
wrong inside your body and reducing that
inflammation. Unfortunately, traditional
medicine has us slathering potentially
dangerous potions onto our skin to treat
the symptom without identifying the cause.
As I said, the root cause of eczema is a
disturbance within your immune system.
Your body is overreacting to something
that is attacking you from the inside.
Many people don’t make the connection
between gut issues and immunity. But over
two-thirds of your immune system resides
inside your gut. Small changes in the
intestinal tract from multiple insults (such as
too many antibiotics, aspirin, acid-blocking
drugs, ibuprofen, stress, infections, food
sensitivities or even toxins) allow food
particles to enter your bloodstream which
get exposed to your immune system and
create systemic havoc.
There are plenty of culprits. For example,
chemicals and other weird additives
found in creams, lotions and detergents
can certainly trigger eczema. But in my
experience, I’ve found there’s a more
adverse reaction to these topical substances
when your body is out of balance.
So the questions really become: Why
are you so reactive? Why is your immune
system so out of whack?
If I had to narrow down the two primary
causes of eczema, I would say the following
are the culprits:
		
Leaky gut. Medically called “increased
intestinal permeability.” This is a sign of a
good gut gone bad. Leaky gut occurs when
the lining of the gut thins and small food

particles literally leak through the gut wall.
Your immune system deems these food
particles as an attacker because the food
particles are supposed to stay within the
gut. This creates a low-grade inflammation
and food sensitivities, especially to gluten
and dairy, which are the biggest food
causes of eczema. Leaky gut also triggers
many other health problems including
fatigue, brain fog, headaches, depression,
allergies, sinus problems, irritable bowel,
reflux, joint pain, acne, autoimmune
diseases and more. Inflammation causes
weight gain which is triggered by insulin
resistance, food sensitivities and food
allergies.
		
Abnormal gut flora. This is called
dysbiosis, which occurs when the three
pounds of bugs in your gut become
overrun with bad bugs and yeast. Yeast
overgrowth is a common cause of eczema.
It can be caused by a processed food diet
that is high in sugar and refined carbs and
low in fiber. It also can be triggered by
the use of antibiotics, steroids, hormones
and even by taking a birth control pill.
Getting rid of the overgrowth of bad bugs
and yeast can make a huge difference in
eliminating eczema.
Now that we’ve identified the main
culprits, here are my steps for tackling
eczema:
Try an elimination diet. The two most
common and harmful food sensitivities are
gluten and dairy.
		
Incorporate anti-inflammatory nutrients
and foods. Eat plenty of wild-caught
fish and a colorful array of plant foods.
Use spices, like turmeric, liberally. And
incorporate fish oil and curcumin –
two of my favorite anti-inflammatory
supplements – into your daily routine.

Normalize gut flora. Restoring normal gut
flora reduces overall immune activation
and many inflammatory diseases including
asthma, eczema, rhinitis and inflammatory
bowel disease. Prebiotics, probiotics and
digestive enzymes are among the things I
use to normalize healthy gut flora. Please
keep in mind it may be necessary to work
with a functional medicine practitioner
to address gut issues, but you can start
immediately on your own by removing
food sensitivities and incorporating guthealing nutrients.
Use the right supplements. The protocol
I use to reduce eczema includes fish oil,
evening primrose oil, and vitamins D
and A.
		
Get sufficient sleep. Studies show sleep
loss fuels the flames of inflammation,
exacerbating
eczema
and
other
conditions. That’s among the many
reasons you want to aim for eight hours of
quality, uninterrupted sleep every night.
		
Exercise regularly. Studies show regular
exercise reduces inflammation and boosts
your immune system. Whether you’re a
newbie or a seasoned pro, make it your
own.
		
Control stress levels. Besides making you
absolutely miserable, studies link chronic
stress levels with inflammation. Whether
you do meditation, deep breathing, yoga
or another form of stress reduction, make
it a priority and do it regularly.
Before you take another pill or apply
another toxic lotion, try these seven
strategies to help you eliminate
eczema; and who knows, like many of
my patients, you might also discover
unexpected bonuses like weight loss and
increased energy.

Mark Hyman, MD, is the medical director at Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional Medicine, the Founder of The UltraWellness Center,
and a 10-time #1 New York Times Bestselling author. www.drhyman.com

Steve Goodier

THE ROCKING
CHAIR TEST

How are you at making decisions?
Years ago, a city family bought an American
cattle ranch and moved to the wide-open
country. After a month, friends visited the family
in their ranch house. “What did you decide to
name your ranch?” they inquired.
“Well,” the husband replied, “I wanted to call
it the Flying W and my wife wanted to name it
the Suzy Q, but one of our sons liked the Bar
J and the other preferred the Lazy Y. So we
compromised and call it the Flying W/Suzy Q/
Bar J/Lazy Y.”
“I see,” said the visitor. “And where are your
cattle?”
“None of them survived the branding,” said the
rancher.
Frightening things happen when we can't make
a decision. And I don't always make good
decisions myself. That's especially true when I
act on impulse. I will snatch something off the
shelf of a store that I really don't want. Or I
don't take the time to research an item I need
before purchasing one I just happen to like. I
will eat something from the fridge when I'm
more bored than hungry and regret the calories
later. You get what I mean. I don't always use
my head. I can be like a “$40-million-dollar
airport with a $20 control tower,” as they say.
Impulsive behavior aside, sometimes even
thoughtful decision-making is still not easy. No

clear choice is evident. We may want black and
white but see only fifty shades of gray and no
option looks all that good. "I've made up my
mind, but I made it up both ways," baseball
great Casey Stengel famously quipped.
What do you do when you're decidedly
undecided? Or when you're struggling with a
decision and you've made your mind up both
ways?
When I'm stuck, I sometimes step back and take
the Rocking Chair Test. It can get me through
the impasse to a point where I'm making better
decisions. This is how it works.
Imagine yourself near the end of your life. You
are relaxing in a rocking chair reflecting on the
decision you presently want to make. As the
older, wiser you thinks about the outcome of
your choice, ask yourself three simple questions.
1. Did it cause harm?
2. Did it bring about good?
3. How did it shape the person I became?
The Rocking Chair Test helps you to take a
long view of your options. After imagining your
answers to those questions, you should know
better which way to go.
Try asking yourself those three questions. You
may be amazed at how quickly you make better
decisions.
And the cattle will appreciate your decisiveness.

Steve Goodier is an ordained minister and author of several books. He writes a blog and syndicated newspaper column, publishes a weekly
newsletter and contributes regularly to periodicals and personal growth websites. He believes that our lives can be lived fully and each of
us can make a positive difference in our world. www.LifeSupportSystem.com

Guy Finley

TAKE
YOURSELF
TO A HIGHER,
HAPPIER LIFE
LEVEL

TAKE YOURSELF TO a higher, happier life level

“You can change your life experiences
by walking away from any of those
unwanted worlds within you that
create your unpleasant days."
Human beings are a unique creation in the
cosmic scheme of things. Unlike the untold
billions of other life forms teaming on the
Earth - whose nature is an open and shut
case - human nature is not fixed. What
does this mean to you? Only everything!

roaring thoughts, or in a dark valley filled
with sad and worried emotions when, by
choosing higher, you can live happier?
Your days can be as cool and relaxed as
a clear mountain stream, if you decide
that's the life you want.

The tiger, the horse, and the bird must
express their nature. They have no real
choice. And even though they may be
free to choose which part of the jungle, or
open range, in which they want to feed
and roam, these animals have no choice
as to the kind of world in which they must
dwell.

But, decide you must. What very few
men and women ever come to realize,
spiritually speaking, is that life is a
ceaseless series of inner choices about
where they want to live. And even though
we may not fully understand the nature of
these choices, or why they must be made,
to not choose is to lose. Here's why.

The tiger can't choose to live above the
jungle floor any more than a shark can
decide to soar through blue skies. The
tiger, horse, bird, and shark must live
where they do because of what they are.
Try to see this deeply.

The complete range of life-level
possibilities, from the conflict-filled jungle
floor to the serene mountaintop, all exist
right within your own uninvestigated
nature. And to not choose the upward
path through this life is to resign yourself
to the laws of gravity - which always
choose in favor of their own nature: down.
A mental picture will help bring some of
these important invisible concepts into
clearer view.

The tiger's nature determines its life. And
that life is a part of the jungle floor. They
are inseparable. The tiger's nature and its
life level is one thing. The tiger's life level
determines the world it must inhabit. Its
nature and life level are as fixed as its
stripes.

Imagine a huge mansion with unlimited
floors.

This is spiritual fact. And now you must
turn this powerful fact into your discovery
and personal experience.

Now further envision that each floor in
this mansion represents one life level
out of all of the countless possibilities.
If it's helpful, think of this mansion as
representing your True Nature.

You do have the freedom to choose the
kind of world you call your own.Why
spend your life in a steamy jungle of

The level of each of the floors in our inner
mansion determines the life choices
available on it.

Unlike animals, your nature is not fixed!

For instance, as long as you live in the
basement of this mansion, you can't choose
to enjoy the unrestricted cool air and natural
sunlight of the first floor resting just above
it. Similarly, on the second floor you can't
choose to see the beauty and panorama of
the view that only the fifth floor and higher
can offer. And so on it goes, all the way to
higher and higher floors.
Each floor represents a possible life level.
But, while each of these inner levels and
the natural events attracted to them may
be fixed, you are not. Unlike the tiger
that can't leave the land of the tiger, you
can leave any troubling part of your own
present nature far behind you. Read on
to discover one more amazing feature of
your True Nature.
Picture a set of stairs that winds its way up
and through this immense inner mansion.
These steps start in the darkened basement
and lead up until they go out of sight. Each
step of the staircase is also a part of your
True Nature, but none of them belongs
to any one floor-level through which they
pass.
This means you don't have to remain on
any level that you don’t choose.
You have the power to climb!
You can change your life experiences by
walking away from any of those unwanted
worlds within you that create your
unpleasant days. In this way, self-departure
is the same as self-elevation. Your life is
meant to be an upward journey!

Guy Finley is the best-selling author of more than 40 books and audio albums on self-realization. He is the founder and director of Life of
Learning Foundation, a nonprofit center for self-study located in southern Oregon. www.GuyFinley.org

Dr. John Demartini

BUILDING SELF CONFIDENCE
Not fully recognizing and honoring where
you already have great self-confidence can
leave you feeling like you are somehow
lacking it, even when you are not. And
having the perception that you are lacking
self-confidence can be disheartening and
sometimes debilitating. Your perception of
your own self-confidence can affect every
aspect of your life, from your business to
your personal relationships, and more
importantly your relationship you have
with yourself.
Your self-confidence, or calm state of
certainty, will spontaneously emerge the
moment your goals, intentions and actions
become fully aligned or congruent with
your true highest priorities or values. Any
degree of incongruency between your set
goals and objectives and your highest values
can be the major downfall in establishing
and maintaining an empowered state of
self-confidence. When you are congruent
and confident you will walk your talk, not
limp your life.
When you set congruent goals you
become spontaneously inspired from
within to achieve and fulfill your innermost
dominant intentions. You become more
disciplined, reliable and focused and your
self-worth rises while your space and time
horizons expand. Self-confidence arises
when you have a balanced perception of
yourself, your abilities and your situations.
Your key to self-confidence is your
congruency of speech, body language and
action. Personality attributes that reflect

confidence include poise, an ordered
mind, power, presence, certainty of vision,
purposefulness and patience - all of which
reflect congruency with your highest
values.
What can diminish your self-confidence?
Incongruency between your goals and
objectives, and your highest priorities
or values. You see opportunities, make
decisions and act according to what you
feel will give you the greatest advantage
over disadvantage, the greatest reward
over risk and according to what you feel
will fulfill your highest values. When you
set unrealistic expectations that do not
align with your highest values, your goals
or objectives will probably remain unmet
and unfulfilled, and this will erode your
self-confidence.
Remember – not everybody who acts
confident is actually feeling only that way.
An outward display of self-confidence,
or an over-exaggeration of confidence is
often just a cover-up for its complementary
opposite, a lowered self-confidence. This
incongruency will eventually be recognized,
and the very façade that brings the rise will
serve the fall. It is wiser to be centered in
between.
You have areas of high and low selfconfidence, depending on where your
priorities, or highest and lowest values
lie. Perhaps you are high achieving and
confident in your career, but when it comes
to training at the gym, you are quite shy.

Any time that you attempt to excel in
an area that is not truly highest in your
values, you will lower your self-esteem
and confidence because you will tend to
procrastinate, hesitate and frustrate doing
actions that are not truly important to you.
Instead, you will become preoccupied with
doing actions that are truly more important
to you. You have another area in your life
where you excel, and that is in the area of
your greatest congruency.
If you are looking to build your selfconfidence in some area of your life, the
great news is that self-confidence can
be awakened, as long as you keep your
setting your goals in line with your highest
values or priorities your confidence will
build momentum. Whenever you feel a
greater self-confidence, you will awaken
your innate or natural inborn capacities.
So, what do you need to do to awaken an
empowered self-confidence?
•Set realistic expectations, goals and
objectives that are truly aligned with your
highest values.
•Take large projects and break them down
into smaller, more manageable pieces.
Then tackle them one at a time.
To awaken self-confidence, live your
own life and not attempt to live by
someone else’s priorities or values. Always
remember: consistent little actions can
lead to big dreams.

Dr. John Demartini is a human behavior specialist, educator, international best-selling author and the founder of the Demartini Institute.
www.DrDemartini.com

Suzanne Tregenza Moore

STRATEGIES
FOR SMALL
BUSINESS
OWNERS:
REUSE YOUR
CONTENT FOR
A CONSISTENT
MESSAGE

Do you feel like you are on a hamster
wheel of creating content for your small
business? Do you wish that what you
develop could be seen by more prospects
and serve your business longer than just a
few days or weeks?
Good news! There is a lot you can do
with material you have already created
to extend its reach, give it new life, and
leverage your time. Doing so is called
repurposing, and once you’ve started,
you’ll love it.
I’m often surprised at how many of my
clients think they need to deliver different
material in a newsletter and on a blog. It
is a mistake to think you need to create
something separate for each one. Instead,
the two should go hand-in-hand.
Each time you write a new article or
entry for your blog, make it the focus of
your next newsletter. Remember that
your followers will consume information
differently. Some will use RSS feeds for
content they find relevant and some
will prefer to receive it via email. If they
happen to see the same material from you
in both places, great! You are reinforcing
your message.
Once you have written an article, or
created a teaching video, break the major
thoughts or strategies provided down
into smaller pieces. This way they can be
used as social media posts. Great ideas

are great ideas; they don’t have to be part
of something bigger.
Take those posts and sign up for a social
media dashboard that enables you to
reuse material. MeetEdgar and Recurpost
allow you to create a library of posts one
time and set a schedule for them to be
delivered to your social media profiles. You
can add a post one time and reuse it for
months, or even years.
Just think, an article you wrote two years
ago that is still relevant today can be
shared to your followers every few weeks,
or a quote from that article can be placed
on a meme and shared as a picture
with a thought leadership quote. The
possibilities are endless.
Finally, if you’ve written and article,
consider making a video using the same
content. Conversely, if you typically create
videos, have them transcribed and made
into articles. It is possible these are the
beginnings of an e-book or video series
that can take your content well beyond its
initial use.
Always remember that saying the same
thing in multiple places and ways reinforces
your message. Do not fall into the common
trap of thinking this makes you look as
though you are trying to take a shortcut or
haven’t created enough material. Instead, it
makes you look confident in your message
and very consistent.

Suzanne Tregenza Moore helps coaches and consultants build their businesses online and off using her Socialize Mesmerize &
Monetize™ System. Her no-nonsense straight talk, clear, concise direction and technical know-how provide the support her clients
need and want to get ‘out of their own way’ and take the necessary actions that get them clients and build their email marketing list.
www.SuzanneTMoore.com

Dina Frauwirth, CSA

BENEFITS
OF LIVING
IN A SENIOR
LIVING
COMMUNITY

For some aging seniors, there may come a
time when living alone in their own home
is no longer the best option. There are
many benefits of senior living facilities. As
a certified senior advisor, I’m the person
who helps you understand your options.
If your loved one faces physical or emotional
difficulties living at home, you may need to
consider a senior living community. While
it may be tough to accept that your loved
one is aging and needs help, there are
many advantages to living there.
Social life. We are social beings. Many
seniors find that retirement and an empty
nest brings a loss of routine and social life.
Assisted living facilities give seniors the
opportunity to bond with other residents.
Most facilities offer weekend cookouts,
group yoga sessions and daily walks in the
garden to beat loneliness and re-establish
a routine.
Freedom from chores. While many seniors
want to live independently, the physical
demands of maintaining a home can be too
much. Assisted living communities enable
your loved one to live independently
without the hassle of cooking, laundry,
housekeeping or snow removal.
Meal time. Meals are specially prepared
to meet aging seniors' dietary needs.

In addition, mealtime provides socialization
and fun.
Confidence boost. An assisted living
facility diminishes feelings of dependency
and helplessness. Most seniors experience
significant confidence boosts and a zest
for life.
Medical care. Assisted living facilities
make getting necessary medical care easy.
Many facilities staff 24/7 RNs and arrange
for regular visits by doctors. Most facilities
provide medical transport to doctor visits
and coordinate medication management.
Personal care. Senior living facilities assist
with hygiene and personal care. Some
even have hair and nail salons in the
lobby.
Peace of mind. Most importantly, senior
living facilities return peace of mind to
you and your loved ones. Seniors don’t
have to feel alone or worry. You can sleep
well at night, knowing that your loved
one is not only surviving but thriving.
If you think your loved one could benefit
from a senior living community, an
adult care advisor can help. Many offer
free assistance to families to ease their
burden, answer questions, and guide
them along the way.

Dina created Adult Care Advisors to find the most appropriate senior care options for your loved one, all at no cost to the family. She uses
her gerontology training and years of experience to thoroughly review options and tailor recommendations. Dina will give your family
peace of mind as she assists you through the daunting task of senior care placement. www.adultcareadvisors.com

Lorraine Maita, MD

TESTOSTERONE:
NOT JUST
LIBIDO

Testosterone. It’s what makes men, men.
It’s the hormone associated with libido and
masculinity, yet it has many other benefits
that are lost as hormone levels decline.
Contrary to popular thinking, women
benefit from testosterone replacement as
well. Adequate testosterone levels in both
men and women can ward off many age
related declines and relieve symptoms of
andropause and menopause, as well as
perimenopause. Hormone replacement
therapy to optimal levels can alleviate
symptoms associated with testosterone
deficiency.
As we age, our body composition changes.
We can be the same weight, yet have a
higher fat and lower muscle mass. Aging,
lack of muscle mass, and decreased activity,
causes bone loss and osteoporosis and our
metabolism changes. Mood changes and
lack of deep, restorative sleep and poor
libido decreases the quality of life. Can you
relate to any of these symptoms?
Testosterone improves bone density;
restores lean body mass; reduces fat mass;
and improves mood, sleep, energy, clarity,
and sex drive, among other things. It can
enhance your sense of well-being and
personal power and confidence. In men,
it enhances sperm production and women
in menopause can find relief from mild
depression, hot flashes and vaginal dryness.

Hormone replacement therapy is not a
panacea for all of these symptoms. It is
important to have your levels checked and
to be sure there are no contraindications
to its use as well as to look for other
causes of these symptoms. Levels must be
monitored along with surveillance for side
effects such as aggressive behavior, acne,
facial hair, elevated red blood cell count
and cancer.
Studies show that testosterone does
not cause cancer, however, a cancer that
is present can grow in the presence of
hormones so be sure to have cancer
screenings. Testosterone can change into
estrogen and dihydrotestosterone, a very
strong testosterone-like hormone. Too
much of either in men and women can be
detrimental to health.
The conversion can easily be managed
with diet, lifestyle and supplements. A
qualified functional medicine and antiaging medicine physician will measure
total and free testosterone, estradiol,
and
dihydrotestosterone.
Hormone
replacement therapy, done responsibly,
can dramatically improve the quality of
your life and health. Don’t deny yourself
the feeling of wellbeing and benefits it can
give you. Consult a functional medicine
anti-aging specialist to determine if you
can benefit.

Lorraine Maita, MD, is a recognized and award-winning holistic, functional and anti aging physician and author. She transforms people’s
lives by getting to the root cause of illness using the best of science and nature. Her approach is personalized, precision medicine where
you are treated as the unique individual you are. www.HowToLiveYounger.com

Fern Weis

THE PERFECT
FAMILY
VACATION

You plan and plan, and then you plan some
more. All the details are worked out. What
could go wrong? Lots, actually, especially
when you are tied to an ideal vision of what
this vacation will look like.

and tones of voice that set you off? Do
you take the bait and then wonder where
it all went wrong? That goes double for
your kids, who have less awareness of their
feelings and triggers, and lack the ability
to self-regulate. If you’re hoping they will
become angelic, appreciative children because you’re on vacation, think again.

Parents have shared how disappointed
they’ve been with their long-awaited vacation. A great deal of it revolved around the
children:

There will be activities, people and times of
day that bring out the best in them. On the
inevitable flip side, some things will bring
out their worst.

• The kids fought every day.

Accept that this will happen. When you
are planning your perfect family vacation,
accept that there will be moments. Just
acknowledging to yourself that this can
happen, and that it’s normal, will take some
of the pressure off of everyone. You will be
less disappointed, too, if you can roll with it
when it happens.

The perfect family vacation. Is there such a
thing?

• Why couldn’t they behave better? It’s
only for a week.
• You’d think they’d be grateful for such a
wonderful break.
• My son picked on my daughter and she
took the bait every time.
• I was the referee. I took the bait every
time, too.
• There was always someone in a snit about
something. It ruined the day for everyone.
Here’s the bottom line: your children are
who they are. They can’t turn it off and on
because you’ve changed locations. For the
other 358 days of the year, they are who
they are. Why should these seven days be
any different? This is about your hopes and
sometimes unreasonable expectations.
The word “perfect” will take you down, every time.
Do you have hot buttons? Topics, attitudes

When you see that negative energy ramping up, know that it’s temporary. How
would it feel to watch the squabbling play
out and think, “It’s okay. This is just a moment in time, not the whole vacation.”
Find the calm. Someone has to stay calm
and be the grownup. If you jump into the
ring, ready to enter the fray, you add to
the chaos and get more of what you don’t
want. Sometimes you’ll have to intervene,
and sometimes the kids will have to work it
out themselves. Either way, your frustration
has no place there.
Let go of the ideal. Accept your children
for who they are and the tension will ease.
The way it plays out will make it the perfect
family vacation. Enjoy it all.

Fern Weis is a Parent Coach and Family Recovery Coach. She helps families with teens and young adults who are going through difficult
situations, from homework battles to addiction recovery, and all points in between. Fern works with parents to release guilt, end
enabling, and confidently prepare their children to reach their potential and be successful through life’s challenges. www.fernweis.com

Linda Mitchell

AMPLIFY YOUR
AWESOMNESS:
THE FOUR
STEPS TO
EXPANDING
SUCCESS

What if I told you I had a simple but proven
formula that would enable you to create
more success, abundance, vitality, love and
joy in your life and it would only take you a
minute or less each day? Because it’s been
such a game-changer for me, I want to share
with you my simple, 60 second process
that I use at least once daily to create more
success, happiness and joy in my own life.
We are all so wrapped up in working
towards our goals and so good at flogging
ourselves when we mess up or do something
imperfectly. When we’re always focusing on
what we’re doing wrong we get more and
more stuck in that negative energy vortex.
It’s high time we acknowledge all the good
we do! I’d like to share the tips that have
helped many transform their energy from
focusing on the negative to amplifying the
positive. It’s so important to shift our focus
and expand the energy of what we’re doing
right in order to manifest more of what we
really want – the good stuff in life!
This four step process is from the Lazarus
materials (Lazarus.com), which shows that
when you celebrate each of your successes
you naturally create more success, happiness
and abundance of all kinds in your life.
Do each of these four steps to shift your
energy in one minute or less.
Recognize your success. Think of something
in the last 24 hours that was a success for
you. It can be big or small. Perhaps you went

to the gym, cooked a healthy meal, took a
soothing bath, gave a great presentation
or simply made a stranger smile. Celebrate
that.
Acknowledge who created the success.
In every case the answer is you! Say to
yourself, “I did it” and if there’s someone
who may have co-created the success
with you, go ahead and acknowledge that
person as well.
Celebrate the success in your body. For a
moment get out of your head. Close your
eyes, take a few deep breaths and connect
with your body to see where you feel the joy
of that success. Is it in your gut? Your heart?
Somewhere else? Connect with and amplify
that feeling. Really expand it and feel it in
your entire body. Amplify your awesomeness.
Anchor that feeling in with a “success
move”. This is an important step. It can be
anything you want; many people do a fist
pump or a version of an end-zone dance.
Do whatever comes naturally to you; it’s your
own personal movement. Research shows
that movement anchors good feelings and
successes into our bodies and minds.
I invite you to use this process several times
a day for the next few weeks and notice the
amazing shift in your energy. Step into your
power by acknowledging and celebrating
each of your successes. This will definitely
expand the amount of success and joy you
experience. Cheers, you’re awesome!

Linda Mitchell, a Professional Transformational Coach, is the founder of LIVING INSPIRED Coaching. She has been coaching and
practicing in the healing arts for over 20 years, operating from a deep desire to empower people to move through life’s many
challenges and transitions with ease and grace. Her unique “Reinvention Program” helps people reclaim balance, better health and
gain clarity on their next steps in order to define, create and truly live the life they desire. www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com

www.metrohypnosiscenter.com
phone: 201-477-0265

MARY BATTAGLIA

LISTEN TO A HYPNOSIS MP3
AND LIVE A LIFE OF
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES!

Certified Clinical Hypnosis Practitioner
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Ed Gaelick CLU, ChFC

GOT BILLED?

Got Billed?

”Bottom line is that when you visit innetwork providers, you get maximum
benefits at lower costs. Using out-ofnetwork providers results in standard
benefits and higher costs.”
So your company decided to switch
insurance carriers and your current doctor
is not in your new plan’s network. Since the
new policy has out-of-network coverage,
you decide to keep going to him or her.

owe before your health plan begins to pay.
Once your deductible has been met, costs
are split between you and your insurance
company. This cost-sharing portion of the
policy is called coinsurance.

Flu season comes and you are now sick.
You visit your favorite doctor and she writes
you a prescription. A couple of days later,
you are feeling better and go back to work.
Ahhh, the magic of medicine!

But on the Explanation of Benefits you
received it lists the deductible as $100 and $0
for coinsurance. So why do you owe an extra
$100?

About a month later you get a bill in the mail:
Please pay Dr. Wonderful $200. What? That
can’t be right. Under the old plan, it only
cost you $50. You call the doctor’s office
as well as the insurance company and they
both assure you that there was no mistake you owe $200.
So what happened? When a patient has
an in-network office visit, they are usually
responsible for a fixed amount known as a
copayment. It is paid when you are at the
office and then you never really think about
it again. However, out-of-network services
are handled quite differently. First, there
is the deductible. This is the amount you

When a doctor participates with an insurance
carrier’s network, they agree upon a
discounted rate for their services. If there
is no agreement, there is no discount. Nonparticipating providers are free to charge
whatever they feel they are worth and the
insurance company has no say in the matter. As
such, out-of-network charges are controlled
in another way. There are several methods
available, but the most commonly used
approach today is based on a percentage of
Medicare allowed charges. Eligible expenses
are determined by the type of service as well
as the geographic area.
Excluded amounts for out-of-network claims
are not applied towards your deductible nor

your out of pocket maximum. Your policy
may require you to satisfy a $1,000 outof-network deductible. It may also state
that you cannot pay more than $5,000 for
out-of network expenses in a year. These
figures may or may not hold true. If the
out-of-network cost is less than the allowed
amount, the entire claim will be applied
to the deductible and out of pocket
maximum. However, if the out-of-network
cost is more than the allowed amount, the
excluded portion will not be included in
either.
Maybe you are willing to pay a little extra
to keep seeing your favorite doctor. But
what happens when you need to go to the
hospital? The difference between the total
charge and the allowed amount may be
shocking.
Bottom line is that when you visit in-network
providers, you get maximum benefits at
lower costs. Using out-of-network providers
results in standard benefits and higher
costs. Make sure to understand all of your
options and financial responsibilities before
scheduling your appointment.

Since 1985, Ed Gaelick, CLU, ChFC, has helped people protect their families, their assets, their businesses and their employees. He
specializes in life, disability and long term care insurance, employee and executive benefits. Ed has exceptional knowledge, integrity and
a commitment to being relevant to his clients. Throughout his career, he has received many of the highest professional honors awarded
in the insurance industry and is the go to insurance expert for various organizations. www.psi-consultants.com

Gayle M. Gruenberg

THREE MINUTES TO A
HAPPIER, HEALTHIER,
MORE ORGANIZED YOU
Household chores and organizing
projects can seem overwhelming when
we look at them all at once. When we
break them down into smaller pieces,
then they don’t seem as arduous, timeconsuming, or boring.
I once timed myself to see exactly how
long it takes to fold a load of laundry,
something I don’t enjoy doing. It took
three minutes. OK, it was a load of
towels, which are easy, but even so, it
was only three minutes. We can do pretty
much anything for just three minutes. If
we apply this “three-minute rule” to a
larger task, imagine how much more we
can accomplish in the long term!
What can be done in three minutes?
Here are 45 tasks you can do in three
minutes (or less!):

1. Pay bills online

17. Test the carbon monoxide detector

32. Unload the dishwasher

2. Tidy a pocketbook

18. Cut up an avocado or apple

33. Change a light bulb

3. Use the bathroom

19. Eat a banana

4. Make the bed

20. Eat a yogurt

34. Download an emergency preparedness
list from the Red Cross website

5. Feed the cats

21. Prepare a healthy snack

6. Scoop the litter box

22. Print labels for your file system

7. Take out the garbage

23. Scan and save a vital

8. Put away a bag of groceries

document

9. Recycle old newspapers or magazines

24. Schedule a doctor’s appointment

10. Hang coats in closet

25. Create an online ID with your doctor’s
portal to access your health history

11. File a few papers
12. Read this article (!)
13. Respond to an invitation
14. Write a thank you note
15. Drink a glass of water
16. Change the batteries in you smoke
alarm

26. Give a few dollars to charity
27. Help an older person across the street
28. Smile and wave at someone you pass
29. Text someone you love, just because
30. Sort your sock drawer
31. Download a good book

35. Line up shoes in an entryway
36. Sort and open today’s mail
37. Change the sheets on a bed
38. Wash one window
39. Put a load of laundry in to wash
40. Transfer a load of laundry to the dryer
41. Toss old personal care products (mak
up, expired over the counter medicines)
42. Toss expired pantry items on one shelf
43. Gather up garbage from your car at the
end of the day
44. Talk with your kid before a practice
or game
45. Play fetch with your dog or cat

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD®, is the chief executive organizer of Let’s Get Organized, LLC, an award-winning professional organizing
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey. Gayle is the creator of the Make Space for Blessings™ system. LGO works with busy families
to help them find more time, space, money, and energy and connect their lives to their core values through being organized.
www.LGOrganized.com.

EATING FOR AUTOIMMUNITY

Caryn O’Sullivan, INHC

EATING FOR
AUTOIMMUNITY

Autoimmune diseases are on the rise,
affecting approximately 50 million people,
most of which are women. While the causes
of autoimmunity as still unclear (researchers
are looking at toxins in the environment,
leaky gut, viral load, and an imbalanced
microbiome, amongst others), it has been
shown that diet plays a critical role in
managing the symptoms or expressions of
autoimmune disorders.

to name a couple possibilities? Those
presumptions require further research.

Only in recent years have autoimmune
disorders been recognized as legitimate.
Women suffering from symptoms such
as muscle aches, fatigue, anxiety, and
general ill-feeling were dismissed with their
symptoms being all in their head or told it
was PMS or menopause. We now know this
is not the case, but that autoimmunity is a
disease in which the body actually attacks
its own muscles, tissues or organs.

Food is medicine and what you eat affects
how you feel. It is known that certain foods
can support the digestive and nervous
systems, reduce the body’s toxic burden,
and aid in the overall healing of a condition
or disease. With autoimmunity, there is a
heightened inflammatory response.

However, is the body really attacking itself,
or is it attacking something else within the
muscles, tissues or cells like viruses, or
responding to a burden of heavy metals

I like to operate from the point of view that
our body is always trying to help, not harm.
Transferring our thought process from
being a helpless victim to being a powerful
advocate for our body, allows us to take
hold of the healing process. One way to do
this is through the power of food.

“Food is medicine and
what you eat affects
how you feel.”

Therefore, eating a whole foods diet rich in
fruits and vegetables, along with powerful
anti-inflammatory foods like turmeric,
ginger, thyme and rosemary can be helpful.
It is also important to note, that reducing
or eliminating processed foods like gluten,
dairy and sugar, which contribute to
inflammation, has been shown to have a
positive effect on managing autoimmune
disorder symptoms. In fact, removing any
foods that irritate or agitate the body or
contribute to inflammation is good from
the start.
Outside of diet, it is important not to over
schedule. Incorporating personal time
to relax and exercise is critical, as well as
getting out into nature. Your job as the
body’s manager is to honor it and provide
an environment that encourages healing.
Eating well, choosing foods that calm the
body and decrease inflammation, and
getting plenty of downtime will provide
a foundation that supports well-being
and health.

Caryn O’Sullivan is an integrative nutrition health coach, food therapist and founder of Appetites for Life. She supports women who
struggle with low energy, weight management, cravings and body image with a 5–step program that teaches how to tune-into your
body, tune-up your health, and tap into the power of food. www.appetitesforlife.com

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT

CONCENTRATION IS GOOD FOR YOU!
You may think that multitasking is good
but it really isn’t. It causes confusion
and does not allow you to concentrate
completely on the task you are doing.
You are thinking about the calls you have
to respond to when writing a report, and
the emails you need to answer even while
you are thinking about the next task on
yourto-do list. This type of mental activity
doesn’t do anything but cause you stress.
Instead of multitasking among several
tasks, prioritize your tasks and break them
up into workable segments of time. Then
when you do a task, it will be the best you
can do.
You may find yourself easily distracted
even if you want to concentrate on a single
activity. Your mind wanders. You have so
much to do you do not know where to
begin. You worry about everything.
Here are some valuable tips on how to
improve concentration:
Listen to music.
Really concentrate on the music. Try to
focus on a single instrument. This is good

practice, easy and fun. We need to practice
concentration and calm for we really do
not learn it and our society is fast paced
and distracting.

can release the mental concentration and
be detached from all the thoughts. When
you inhale, focus on the inhalation and one
mental image or word.

Create small doable targets.
Instead of working toward the ultimate
end goal, break it down into smaller, more
achievable goals you can reach within a few
days. Then cross each smaller goal off your
list as you achieve it. This way you will not
feel intimidated or frustrated by a huge end
goal. Instead, you will feel successful and
empowered as you achieve your targets.

Continue this process for several minutes.
I call this Breakthrough Breathing.
Regulating your breathing relaxes your
circulatory system and brings a sense of
peace.

Your work cycle can work for you.
Work when you are most productive. Be
aware of what times during the day and
night you are the most productive. Take
advantage of them and go for it!
Concentrate on your breathing.
Sense how the air touches your nostrils and
enters your lips. How does it feel leaving?
Your mind may wander, filling with endless
amounts of thoughts. When this happens
bring your thoughts back to focusing on
your breathing. When you exhale, you

Consume small meals that keep you
fortified but alert.
Have you ever eaten a big meal for lunch
when working only to feel lethargic and
weighed down all afternoon? Eating a
heavy meal slows you and makes you
sleepy. Eat light and stay focused.
Exercise your mind and body every day.
Do crossword puzzles. Engage in lively
discussions. Build something that’s
creative. A simple 30 minute walk every
day is all you need to keep your body
healthy. Of course, doing more physical
activity like running, playing tennis and
weight training never hurt anyone when
they know what they are doing.

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT is a best-selling author and expert in mind body spirit work, sharing the techniques for integral health and
realization she has pioneered. The “Keep Calm” Mentor creates programs for organizations, i.e. the MET and the UN, appears on TV
and all media. A Reiki Master, her psychic energy work and global wisdoms transform lives. www.wellnessagenda.com

THE IMPORTANCE OF REVIEWS

Patricia Singer

THE IMPORTANCE OF REVIEWS
Social media has raised the bar when it
comes to customer service. Thanks to Twitter and Facebook, a customer can reach out
and express his or her happiness or displeasure to a company immediately and reach a
broad audience. As we all know, bad news
and reviews spread like wild fire and great
service is just expected. Urging your customers and clients to write reviews when
they are happy with your product or service
should be part of your business strategy.
Recently Facebook has made a change to
its notifications. When someone writes a
review for a page you follow, you will be
notified. This is fantastic because it is your
customers who are helping you stay in front
of your client base and followers. The less
promotion you do for your own company
the better. People will listen to their friends
and family’s opinions and recommendations
over a commercial or ad generated by the
business every time.
So, how do you get your customers and
clients to write a review and where should

they be posted? Here are some suggestions
to get you glowing reviews.
1. The top places for you to garner
reviews are Google, Facebook, and Yelp.
These are the top three that most people
use and frequent when searching for information. Of course, with these sites you
need to have your business claimed. For
Google, search for Google My Business and
claim your business listing. Facebook, you
need to have a business page set up, and
with Yelp you must also claim your business
listing. Update all the information about
your business on each site. Also, be sure to
constantly monitor these sites so you can
manage your online reputation.
2. Now, it is up to you to encourage your clients and customers to write a great review
when they are happy with the services you
provided. If you are in contact with them, either in person or over the phone, ask if they
would be willing to write a review. If they
are willing, send them an email with the direct links to each of the sites on which you

accept reviews. Make it as easy as possible
for reviewers to find the right place to write
the review or you may lose them. Some
people are more than willing to write you a
review but, as we all know, life gets in the
way, or we get distracted by other things and
it gets put off. A gentle reminder sent out
a week after your ask could get them back
on track.
3. If you have a customer or client who
is willing to write a review for you but
tells you that he or she doesn’t know
what to say, supply the person with the
verbiage. You write the review for the
client! Ask if he or she agrees with what
you have written and instruct the person to
copy and paste it on the desired site. Once
again, making it as easy as possible for
the person.
Having reviews written by your customers is a
great way to validate your business. Reviews
also help with your Google search ranking!
Get in the habit of asking for reviews. It will
set you apart from your competitors.

Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me Social Media Consulting. She works with individuals, small and mid-sized businesses,
helping them navigate and market using the numerous social media platforms. www.BestToFollowMe.com

The Peace Within Spa
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What is Reconnective Healing?
Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is the
result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing
spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.
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It’s tangible, measurable… you can actually feel it. At The Peace Within
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A return to an optimal state of balance. It is the result of interacting
with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing spectrum of
frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

MASSAGE
We offer a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual
Lymphatic Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage,
Reflexology, & Mindful Massage.
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ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors
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by the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by
Doreen Virtue.
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Denise Hansard

CHOOSING JOY

“Joy is the highest energy of all. It’s the
magical sense that everything is possible.
Joy springs from appreciating the gifts
within each moment. Joy allows you to
attract and create your present and future
moments at their highest possible levels.”
~ The Daily Guidance from Your Angels
Oracle Cards by Doreen Virtue
As I was considering what to write for this
month, trying to decide what next step
would be good for this 12-month process
of making transformational life changes, I
asked for guidance. I am a spiritual person
believing in something greater than myself
(God, Universe, Spirit, Higher Self, Source,
Intuition - you decide what is right for you)
to help me live this beautiful (sometimes
challenging) life. The answer that I received
was joy.
I love that I can ask for guidance knowing
that I will receive an answer. What I am not
wild about is the 2 a.m. wakeup call from
my guides that had me seeing the word joy
in my mind, thinking about joy, and feeling
joy in my body causing me to almost come
fully awake ... almost, but not quite. Then as
reinforcement, in case I didn’t get the 2 a.m.
message, my daily devotional was about
joy. I guess my guides wanted to make sure
I heard them.
Just as Doreen Virtue states, joy is the
highest energy of all. What does that
mean ... energy? Energy is the essence of

everyone and everything. Wallace Wattles,
an American author and new thought writer
in his book, The Science of Getting Rich,
writes about this energy.
“Man is a thinking center, and can originate
thought. All the forms that man fashions
with his hands must first exist in his thought;
he cannot shape a thing until has thought
that thing.”
He is saying that as humans you can create
from your thoughts as every creation has to
be a thought first.
He further states that being in gratitude
(joy) ignites your thoughts into creation. The
feeling of joy, gratefulness, will generate the
energy needed to attract and create your
desires. From here you step into the guided
thoughts of action to further the process
of creation. (I highly recommend reading
this book which is a free download off the
internet.)
Choosing joy in each and every moment is
the greatest gift you can give to yourself,
especially in moments of chaos, challenge
and change. Every change that you embrace
with joy will bring a sense of purpose and
calmness to your life. Choosing joy is the
way to creating your desires; those desires/
goals/resolutions that started your new year.
For the month of July, choose joy! As one
choice can change your life!

Denise Hansard is a former corporate pricing expert turned motivational speaker & life coach with a Masters in counseling who has
coached hundreds of women to make 6 figures, find the love of their life and get super healthy. She does this through group &
private coaching, immersion retreats and motivational speaking. Author of the book Suffering in Comfort, she is an expert in
transformation. www.DeniseHansard.com

Joanne Ferreri

THE SKIN
YOU’RE IN
Do you want to protect your organs?
Hopefully, your answer is, “Yes”. We know
that our heart and lungs are essential to
life, but did you know that your skin is your
largest organ? Think about it. Where would
you be without the skin you’re in? All over
the place.
All kidding aside, it is as important to take
as good care of your skin as you do your
other organs.
The fact is much of what we place on our
skin is absorbed into our bloodstream. The
Environmental Working Group recently
published the results of two studies. They
found toxic chemicals in the umbilical
cord blood of newborn babies born in
the U.S. They screened for more than 400

chemicals, and an astounding 287 toxins
were detected within the umbilical cord
blood of these newborns. Of these 287
chemicals, 217 were neurotoxins, and 208
are known to damage growth development
or cause birth defects. This is how important
it is to put good products on your skin.
So what should you use to keep your skin
young and healthy that’s safe? First, use
part appropriate products. Don’t use a foot
cream on your eyelids (I know people who
have done this). If you need an acne product
use one.
Let’s start at the top for optimal total
care. Your hair and scalp need nourishing
cleansers that gently remove impurities and
balance the natural hydration. If you are in a
more toxic environment like being around
smokers’ nicotine or pool chlorine, then you
may need a little stronger shampoo that will
deep clean and clarify your scalp and hair.
Depending on your needs, you can follow
up with a rich or light weight conditioner.
Your face needs to be cleansed and
moisturized at least once and optimally
twice a day. Choose an age appropriate and

type appropriate set of products preferably
from the same trustworthy manufacturer.
Don’t use acne products if you are 50 just
because that’s all you find in the cabinet. Use
a core system that’s best for you. You may
needs a transformation system to restore
your youthful glow, a whitening system to
remove dark spots, or a basic natural system
to maintain the great skin that you currently
have.
For your body, soap is the enemy. Use
a body bar or body cleanser specifically
formulated for your skin whether it’s dry or
oily. Remember your skin’s needs change
with the seasons.
Finally, your feet. Your precious feet take
you everywhere. Periodically give them a
treat of an Epsom salt foot soak or a foot
rub. If you have any issues with them, fix
them. For example, if you have dry cracked
heels do a sole repair.
Love your skin from head to toe. Monthly
massages are magical. Treat your skin well in
all places for the rest of your life. Take care
of your skin and you will feel awesome and
sleep better, too.

Joanne Ferreri is a consultant in genetic anti-aging technologies, a philanthropic international business owner, bestsellingauthor,
keynote speaker, trainer, and business consultant. She has donated 17,000+ meals to nourish children. www.totalwellness.nsproducts.com

Cara DiFalco

FRUIT TART
For the pastry
- 1 stick of butter, softened
- 2 c. flour
- 3 tbs. sugar
- 1 tsp. salt
For the filling
- fresh fruit, such as berries or stone fruit
- 1/2 c. sugar
- 1 tsp. cinnamon
- 1 c. milk
- 1 egg
- 1 tsp. vanilla
Makes 1 large sheet pan
Preheat oven to 425°.
Combine flour, sugar, salt and butter in a
bowl. Using a fork or your fingers, combine
until small pieces form - about pea sized.
Pat into a parchment paper lined cookie
sheet, making sure to go all the way to the
edge and creating an even layer.
Arrange fruit on top of the crust, creating
a design if you like. Completely cover the
crust in a single layer of fruit (some pieces
can overlap).
Mix sugar and cinnamon together and
sprinkle evenly over the fruit. Bake for 20
minutes.
Remove from oven and lower temperature
to 350°. Combine milk, egg and vanilla.
Pour over fruit, again, making sure it’s
spread evenly (tilt the pan a bit to get it to
the edges.)
Bake again for another 20 minutes or until
custard sets. Allow to cool completely
before cutting into squares or bars for
serving. Tastes great on its own or with a
scoop of vanilla ice cream!
Buon Appetito!

Cara DiFalco is the host of Cara’s Cucina.
www.caradifalco.com

Keys to A Good Life

GETTING THINGS DONE

The Power is Within You! Keys
to A Good Life: Wisdom to
Unlock Your Power Within is a
collaboration of insights from
people who have experienced
transformation either through
an outside circumstance or
by an inward call for change.
Contributors share stories...

David Allen’s Getting Things
Done has become one of
the most influential business
books of its era, and the
ultimate book on personal
organization. “GTD” is now
shorthand for an entire way
of approaching professional
and personal tasks, and has...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2nt5js2

http://amzn.to/2mXgQTR

http://amzn.to/2mgbGyu

The One Minute
Manager

The Success
Principles

The 5 Love
Languages

The One Minute Manager is a
concise, easily read story that
reveals three very practical
secrets: One Minute Goals,
One Minute Praisings, and
One Minute Reprimands. The
book also presents several...

In The Success Principles, the
cocreator of the phenomenal
bestselling Chicken Soup
for the Soul series helps
you get from where you
are to where you want to
be, teaching you how to...

Falling in love is easy. Staying
in love — that’s the challenge.
How can you keep your
relationship fresh and growing
amid the demands, conflicts,
and just plain boredom of
everyday life? In the #1...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2lQSUBy

http://amzn.to/2mzlmFe

http://amzn.to/2nti3ip

HOME AT LAST

Super Brain

WHEAT BELLY

Home at Last takes the reader
on a profound journey on the
road toward enlightenment
based on author’s direct
experience. It is about one
woman’s journey from a career
track in the pharmaceutical
industry to spiritual
awakening. Sarada shows...

Super Brain shows how to use
your brain as a gateway for
achieving health, happiness,
and spiritual growth. Two
pioneers, Deepak Chopra
and Rudolph E. Tanzi, have
merged their wisdom and...

Over 200 million Americans
consume food products
made of wheat every day.
As a result, over 100 million
experience some form
of adverse health effect,
ranging from minor rashes
to high blood sugar to
unattractive stomach bulges...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2ntc8tF

http://amzn.to/2mAUzKv

http://amzn.to/2mfUloM

Anthology

Ken Blanchard

Sarada Chiruvolu

DAVID ALLEN

Jack Canfield

Deepak Chopra, MD
Rudy Tanzi, MD

MIRACLES FROM
HEAVEN
CHRISTY BEAM

Annabel Beam spent most
of her childhood in and
out of hospitals with a rare
and incurable digestive
disorder that prevented
her from living a normal,
healthy life. One day, she...

Gary Chapman

William Davis, MD

The Breakthrough
Experience

Breaking the Habit
of Being Yourself

This book is about breaking
through the barriers that
keep us from experiencing
our true nature as light. It
presents inspiring science
and philosophy in a way that
is completely accessible...

You are not doomed by your
genes and hardwired to be
a certain way for the rest of
your life. In Breaking the Habit
of Being Yourself, renowned
author, speaker, researcher,
and chiropractor, Dr. Joe...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2ndewZe

http://amzn.to/2njeBaQ

http://bit.ly/2mAnJJw

Divine Intelligence

I, YOU AND US

A Mother’s Heart

Divine Intelligence is the story
of an unemployed executive
who sets out looking for a
job and, along the way, finds
the source of all power. You
will watch as he undergoes
a process to find a spiritual
God inside of him instead...

What she initially considered
the worst thing that could
happen to her changed the
author in ways she never
dreamed of. She wanted
to better understand that
phenomenon. Are we
victims of circumstance or
beneficiaries of it?...

Depending on the age of the
reader, well-written fairytales
are read on many levels, and
so it is with Carolyn Hayes’
book, A Mother’s Heart.
Children will listen with rapt
attention to this mysterious
adventure and delight in the
mother’s change-of-heart...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2mfYpp4

http://amzn.to/2t0iUJr

http://amzn.to/2ov9KE6

You Can Always Find
A Flush In There!

FINDING HEALING
THROUGH FAITH, LOVE,
AND CHARITY

Love Warrior

Dr. John F. Demartini

Jayne Gardner, PhD

Ava Holly

Dr. Joe Dispenza

LILY GRINSBERG

For the Love of
Wood. For the Love
of Food
Joanne Ferreri

Two books in one! Experience
growing up in a loving and
boisterous Italian family from
Brooklyn. Can you imagine
having the vision to see a
car in a block of wood, a...

Carolyn Hayes

Glennon Doyle Melton

A triumphant life journey
of tremendous trials and
tragedies changed through
Faith Love and Charity.
How one life can make a
difference, and question our...

Love Warrior is a gorgeous
and inspiring account of how
we are born to be warriors:
strong, powerful, and brave;
able to confront the pain
and claim the love that exists
for us all. This chronicle of
a beautiful, brutal journey
speaks to anyone who...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://www.4astar.com

http://amzn.to/2uXs7Uv

http://amzn.to/2nj8djw

In You Can Always Find A
Flush in There, Ava Holly
shares funny stories of
things that happen to us in
public restrooms and offers
insight into how these public
restroom experiences relate...

ANGIE MILASSO

The One Life We’re
Given
Mark Nepo

The Wisdom of
Menopause

Christiane Northrup, MD

Brain Maker

David Perlmutter, MD
Debilitating brain disorders
are on the rise-from children
diagnosed with autism and
ADHD to adults developing
dementia at younger ages
than ever before. Astonishing
new research is revealing that
the health of your brain is,
to an extraordinary degree...

Beloved spiritual teacher,
poet, and philosopher, Mark
Nepo, returns to the inspiring
short-chapter format of his #1
New York Times bestseller,
The Book of Awakening,
to map an insightful and...

Dr. Christiane Northrup’s #1
New York Times has inspired
more than a million women
with a dramatically new vision
of midlife. As Dr. Northrup has
championed, the “change”
is not simply a collection...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2nje88r

http://amzn.to/2mzCIC9

http://amzn.to/2njguUT

This is Your Do-Over

The Four
Agreements

Getting to Yes
with Yourself

In The Four Agreements,
bestselling author don Miguel
Ruiz reveals the source of
self-limiting beliefs that
rob us of joy and create
needless suffering. Based
on ancient Toltec wisdom...

Renowned negotiation expert
William has discovered that
the greatest obstacle to
successful agreements and
satisfying relationships is not
the other side, as difficult as
they can be. The biggest...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2lQSUl5

http://amzn.to/2mAzIH4

http://amzn.to/2ndtdvF

Trust

8 Weeks to Optimum
Health

The Shack

Michael Roizen, MD

No matter what kind of
lifestyle you lead, no matter
what your bad habits, whether
you’re a smoker, a couch
potato, or a marshmallow
addict, it’s never too late to
start living a healthy life. You
do not have to be destined...

Iyanla Vanzant
“Learning to trust is one of
life’s most difficult lessons,”
says #1 New York Times
best-selling author, Iyanla
Vanzant. “That’s because
trust is not a verb; it’s a noun.
Trust is a state of mind and
being. If you are serious about
learning to trust, you need...

don Miguel Ruiz

Andrew Weil, MD

Eight Weeks to Optimum
Health lays out Dr. Andrew
Weil’s famous week-by-week,
step-by-step plan that will
keep your body’s natural
healing system in peak
working order. It covers...

William Ury

William Paul Young
Mackenzie Allen Philips’
youngest daughter, Missy,
has been abducted during a
family vacation and evidence
that she may have been
brutally murdered is found in
an abandoned shack deep
in the Oregon wilderness.
Four years later, Mack...

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

http://amzn.to/2mPRbvN

http://amzn.to/2mg64n5

http://amzn.to/2mAxiZ7

